Synopsis:

“Familiar Strangers” asks the question. “Is it really possible to relate to
ones parents and siblings after being replaced by the family dog?
. . . Perhaps as friends - weird friends?”
“Familiar Strangers” is an off beat – funny – heartfelt story of a family negotiating the
changing relationships between parents and children, especially as those children grow
into adulthood.
“Familiar Strangers” follows the Worthington’s through a four day Thanksgiving gathering.
Brian (Shawn Hatosy), who moved away and kept his distance for the past several years, is
reluctantly returning carrying the baggage of unresolved conflict with his father Frank (Tom
Bower).
Frank feels he has lost the ability to connect with his maturing children, and has replaced
them with his pets, new children “who never have to grow up”.
The matriarch Dottie (Ann Dowd) holds the reins on the family beneath the surface, brother
Kenny (DJ Qualls) is a twenty-something who has not yet found his path, sister Erin
(Cameron Richardson) is struggling to find herself after a painful divorce, and Erin’s young
daughter Maddy (newcomer Georgia Mae Lively), observes with a wisdom truly beyond her
years.
Family friend Allison (Nikki Reed), long an admirer of Brian, is happy to find him back for a
visit. She may just appreciate his family more than he does, and may help to make this return
home bearable.
Through conflict, ritual and communication, the Worthington family strives to find the
friendship and love we all hope can exist between parents and their adult children.
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Contact: Cavalier Films, Barry Sisson barry@cavalierfilms.com 703-629-9294, or
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Festivals:
Opening Night Selection and
Winner: “Best Ensemble Cast” @ The Method Fest Film Festival!

About The Method Fest: Named after a famous school of acting, The Method Fest is the
only major film festival in the U.S. focusing on acting, celebrating breakout acting
performances in story driven independent films. Familiar Strangers was also selected
for the prestigious position of Opening Night Feature Film for the tenth anniversary
2008 Method Fest Film Festival.

Official Selection: Newport Beach Film Festival
Winner - “Best Ensemble Cast Performance”: Delray Beach Film Festival
Official selection: deadCenter Film Festival
Official Selection: Rhode Island International Film Festival
Official Selection: Kansas International Film Festival
Official Selection: Austin International Film Festival

Contact:
Cavalier Films, Barry Sisson barry@cavalierfilms.com 703-629-9294, or
Marc Lieberman marc@cavalierfilms.com 323-806-9595

Familiar Strangers - Directors Statement

FAMILIAR STRANGERS is a film about family dynamics. Families can be as exceptionally
empowering as they can be oddly enslaving. A firm family at one’s back is determined with
providing strength and confidence when challenged with life’s diminishing obstacles.
Conversely, a dysfunctional or fractured family is usually somewhat debilitating.

Whether you come from a warm loving family or an estranged one, it seems that for better or
worse, one’s parents, one’s siblings and sometimes even one’s pets are most likely the
individuals most responsible for the person you are today.

Directing John Bell’s script Familiar Strangers, invited me into a world of nostalgia and
emotional vulnerability that sparkled with optimism for reconciliation.

The story tells of the Worthington family and their reunion over one Thanksgiving weekend
in the family’s hometown. The story unfolds the joy and pain of coming home, the fear and
agony of growing up and how frighteningly easy it is to become disconnected from the ones
we love and cherish the most.

Familiar Strangers is a nuanced study of universal unfamiliar common grounds and how we
all may hope to reconcile our families, relationships and lives.

Strangely I believe that some of the funniest and most memorable moments in my life
emerged from some of the most demanding and awkward times – and so many of these
moments and events are portrayed within this very personal story.

Families are funny and wonderful things.

Zackary Adler
Contact: Cavalier Films, Barry Sisson barry@cavalierfilms.com 703-629-9294
Marc Lieberman marc@cavalierfilms.com 323-806-9595

ZACKARY ADLER
Biography

Zackary was born in New York and grew up all over Europe and the United
States.
Having interned and worked in production from the age of fifteen Adler
graduated from Bard college then moved to NYC directing music videos. While
working at Akiva Goldsman's Warner Brothers based production company
Weed Road Pictures, he wrote and directed his first short film ‘The Cookie
Story’. It premiered at the Los Angeles Film Festival won Best Comedic Short
Award at Film Fest New Haven was picked up for distribution and shown on
HBO among many other major national and international programs. Adler then
wrote and directed his short film ‘Something In Between’, starring Keram
Malicki-Sanchez, April Grace and Brittany Murphy which screened in
competition as an official selection of the Sundance Film Festival.
His first feature film ‘I’m Reed Fish’ was picked up by ContentFilm
International during its opening night at the 2006 Tribeca Film Festival. It was
released in the US by Red Envelope and Screen Media theatrically in 2007.
Adler has completed principle photography on ‘Familiar Strangers’ (working
title Disconnected) a bright and funny film about life and family starring Shawn
Hatosy, DJ Qualls, Nikki Reed and an extraordinary ensemble cast produced by
Cavalier Films and shot on location in Virginia.

Adler is managed by Lindsay Williams of The Gotham Group and
represented by Roeg Sutherland of Creative Artists Agency.
Written by: Jake Knight

Contact: Cavalier Films, Barry Sisson barry@cavalierfilms.com 703-629-9294
Marc Lieberman marc@cavalierfilms.com 323-806-9595

Familiar Strangers — Writer’s Statement

“We’re here because of what you wrote.”
Ann Dowd said this to me on the set of Familiar Strangers. Ann plays Dottie, of
whom another character says, “You’re just everyone’s mom, aren’t you?”
And that’s what’s amazing to me about Familiar Strangers. By trying to capture the
specific quirkiness of my own family experience, I somehow managed to tap into a
universality that so many others have been able to relate to.
If I doubt that people see their families, and even themselves, in the characters I
created, I need only watch their reactions as the story plays out before them. Laughing and
crying in all the right places, there can be no question that the story has reached them.
What is the story about? There comes a time when the relationship between parent
and child must be redefined. This is not the switching of roles that may occur later in life —
this is the struggle to become peers, two adults relating to each other as adults, while
respecting the relationship that came before.
So Brian and his father, Frank, must take the first simple, but harrowing, steps toward
redefining their relationship. I’ve always referred to the pivotal moment as The Big Scene.
While shooting it, several of the crew told me, “This scene is the reason I’m here.”
And what a scene it is in the film — and was, on the set. In the dailies, there’s a
moment at the end of a take, when Shawn Hatosy, who plays Brian, looks briefly at the
camera as he turns to go back to his mark. Full of the emotion that so many of us
experienced, validating that this is the emotional heart of an emotionally true story.
Ultimately, that is what a writer seeks — to tell the truth and be heard. So I often ask
a first-time viewer, “Is it too subtle? Should it have been more in-your-face?”
The answer is always a resounding, “No!” I am told over and over again that the true
machinations of family are subtle, existing in the undercurrents and subtext, regardless of
how over-the-top the surface actions may be.
So I consider my truth to have been spoken, and heard. A writer can ask for no more.
John Bell

John Bell (left most)
On Set, Standing in on a Donkey.

Contact: Cavalier Films, Barry Sisson barry@cavalierfilms.com 703-629-9294
Marc Lieberman marc@cavalierfilms.com 323-806-9595

Principal Cast
(www.imdb.com and attached for complete cast and filmographies)
Brian Worthington – Shawn Hatosy (Alpha Dog, The Cooler, Outside Providence)
Kenny Worthington – DJ Qualls (Delta Farce, Hustle and Flow, Road Trip)
Erin - Cameron Richardson (Alvin And The Chipmunks, Supercross)
Dottie Worthington – Ann Dowd (Flags Of Our Fathers, Garden State)
Frank Worthington - Tom Bower (Laramie Project, The Hills Have Eyes)
Allison - Nikki Reed (Thirteen, Minni’s First Time)
Maddy – Georgia Mae Lively (First Feature)
Producers
Marc Lieberman, Cavalier Films (323-806-9595)
Barry Sisson, Cavalier Films (703-629-9294)
Bruce Heller
Tim Estep
Scott LeGrand
Other Select
Editor

Rachel Goodlett Katz

Cinematographer

Hernan Michael Otaño

Production Designer

Ruth De Jong

Original Music

Dawn Landes
Steve Sallett
Additional Credits - www.imdb.com
Contact: Cavalier Films, Barry Sisson barry@cavalierfilms.com 703-629-9294
Marc Lieberman marc@cavalierfilms.com 323-806-9595

SHAWN HATOSY
Biography
One of the most versatile actors of his generation, SHAWN HATOSY continues to
expand upon his already impressive resume by starring in two upcoming films that are
generating Oscar buzz. He most recently portrayed attempted savior to Warhol muse Edie
Sedgwick (Sienna Miller) in George Hickenlooper’s FACTORY GIRL for Weinstein Co. and
also took a darker turn alongside the likes of Bruce Willis, Sharon Stone, and Justin
Timberlake in Universal’s ALPHA DOG which reunited him with his JOHN Q director Nick
Cassavettes. The drama recounts the life of Jesse James Hollywood, a drug dealer who
became one of the youngest men to be listed on FBI’s Most Wanted. He’ll next star in
Michael Mann’s PUBLIC ENEMIES with Christian Bale which is intended for a July ’09
release, and filmed the remake of Werner Herzog’s 1992 cult classic BAD LIEUTENANT as
Nicolas Cage’s partner, as well as a starring role on John Wells’ mid-season drama LAPD.
Also on the horizon is the indie film NOBEL SON in which it is revealed through
various twists and turns that Hatosy’s character is the illegitimate son of Nobel Prize-winning
researcher Eli Michaelson (Alan Rickman). The film premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival
and is intended for an November ’08 release. More recently, he wrapped the drama
FAMILIAR STRANGERS in which he stars opposite Nikki Reed. He was also tapped by his
ALPHA DOG co-star Justin Timberlake to star with Scarlett Johansson in the music video to
his single, “What Goes Around Comes Around.”
Amongst Hatosy’s two dozen plus films are the likes of Robert Rodriguez’s THE
FACULTY with Josh Hartnett, Wayne Wang’s ANYWHERE BUT HERE opposite Natalie
Portman, IN & OUT with Kevin Kline, THE COOLER which once again paired him with his
OUTSIDE PROVIDENCE co-star Alec Baldwin, A GUY THING with Julie Stiles, BORSTAL
BOY in which he starred as acclaimed Irish poet Brendan Behan, and SIMPATICO with Jeff
Bridges.
Hatosy’s talent has also afforded him the opportunity to work for several actors-turndirectors including his film debut in Jodie Foster’s HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS, Kevin
Costner’s THE POSTMAN, and Scott Caan’s CineVegas Critics Award-winner DALLAS 362.
In the realm of critically lauded telefilms, Hatosy most recently starred as John
McCain in A & E’s FAITH OF MY FATHERS, as well as in Frank Pierson’s Golden Globe-

nominated Showtime drama SOLDIER’S GIRL, and the Emmy-nominated WITNESS
PROTECTION for HBO. Also resonating with Emmy-buzz is his recent guest turn as a
schizophrenic on John Wells’ ER.
Hatosy is equally adept at performing in front of a live audience. In his most recent
stage credit, he landed the coveted role opposite Al Pacino in Lyle Kessler’s “Orphans” at the
Greenway Court Theatre in Los Angeles. Hatosy also received accolades for his stage debut
as the title role in the La Jolla Playhouse production of “The Collected Works of Billy the
Kid.” Off-Broadway, he starred opposite Anna Paquin in the Paul Weitz comedy “Roulette.”
Originally from Frederick, Maryland, Hatosy currently resides in Los Angeles.
###

DJ QUALLS
Biography
DJ Qualls grew up in the small city of Manchester in the Middle Tennessee, one of five
children. After studying at The University of London, he returned to Tennessee where he
began acting in a local theatre. During that time, he was discovered by photographers David
La Chappelle and Steve Klein, which led to modeling work for Prada, as well as other
advertising campaigns. In addition to his professional accomplishments, Qualls is proud to be
a cancer survivor and an advocate for cancer research and awareness.
Qualls made his feature film debut in Road Trip. Qualls is also seen in the black comedy
thriller Cherry Falls, in which he co-stars with Jay Mohr, Brittany Murphy, and Gabriel
Mann in a story of the killings of virgins in a small town high school, followed by the two
hits The New Guy and Hustle and Flow. His earlier credits include the miniseries Mama
Flora's Family, based on the book by Alex Haley, and "Against The Wall".

Written by: Dr. Frosty
###

ANN DOWD
Biography
ANN DOWD appeared on Broadway in TAKING SIDES with Ed Harris, and she received
the Clarence Derwent Award for Most Promising B’way Debut for her performance as

Prossy in CANDIDA. Other New York credits include IMMACULATE MISCONCEPTION
at Primary Stages, Wilder’s HAPPY JOURNEY… at Keen Co., SPLITTING INFINITY
(STP), NEW YORK 1937 (Jewish Rep), REMEMBRANCE (Irish Arts), and THE LARK
(Joan)

at

The

York

Theater.

Regional:

DOUBT,

THE

CRUCIBLE,

PAPER

GRAMOPHONE, A DIFFERENT MOON (Jeff Citation) MAJOR BARBARA, THE
NORMAL HEART (Jeff Award), ARMS AND THE MAN, HEARTBREAK HOUSE,
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING, THE CARETAKER, THE PHILANTHROPIST,
TARTUFFE, PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN and KIMBERLEY

AKIMBO. Films:

GREENCARD, APT PUPIL, GARDEN STATE, IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU,
LORENZO’S

OIL,

PHILADELPHIA,

ALL

OVER

ME,

THE

MANCHURIAN

CANDIDATE, FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS, FAMILIAR STRANGERS, LIVING WAKE,
SHILOH, ALICE UPSIDE DOWN, I BELIEVE IN AMERICA, EXTREME MOM
(Columbia University Best Actress Award), THE FORGOTTEN, GARENER OF EDEN,
TAKING CHANCE, INDELIBLE. Television: HOUSE, LAW AND ORDER, NYPD
BLUE. X FILES, FAMILY LAW, PROVIDENCE, NOTHING SACRED (Series regular,
Mira Award) and others.
###

CAMERON RICHARDSON
Biography
Cameron Richardson is making her move into the industry spotlight. She most recently
starred opposite Jason Lee and Jane Lynch in 20th Century Fox's hit "Alvin and the
Chipmunks." Cameron will be seen next playing a mentally challenged character in the HBO
series "12 Miles of Bad Road," opposite Lily Tomlin and Mary Kay Place.
Born in Baton Rough, Louisiana, raised in New Jersey, Cameron moved to New York to
pursue a modeling career. It wasn't long before her agents recommended she try acting.
Cameron broke into the business with her work on the USA original series "Cover Me: The
True Story of an FBI Family." She landed the part on her very first audition.
###

NIKKI REED
Biography

Actress Nikki Reed won critical acclaim for her debut film “Thirteen,” in which she
not only starred opposite Holly Hunter, but also co-wrote the film at the early age of 14. Now
at 18, Nikki has proven her talent as a strong and diverse actress.
Most recently, Nikki starred in the box office blockbuster “Twilight,” based on the
novel by Stephanie Meyer. Starring alongside Kristen Stewart and Kellan Lutz, this fantasyromance film tells the story of a teenage girl who risks everything when she falls in love with
a vampire. She will soon begin filming on the next issue in the Twilight series, “New Moon”
Reed recently completed shooting “Chain Letter,” directed by Deon Taylor. The film
is being produced by Twisted Pictures, the same production company that created the popular
“Saw” Franchise, and will be released later in 2008. Additionally, Reed recently completed
shooting the independent film “Familiar Strangers,” to be released in 2008.
On the small screen, Reed was recently seen in the hit Fox series “The O.C.” in the
recurring role of Sadie Campbell in which she played Ryan’s (Ben McKenzie) love interest.
In 2006, Nikki starred opposite Alec Baldwin in “Mini’s First Time,” a twisted tale in
which she played “Mini” a rebellious teenager testing the boundaries of life. When she joins
an escort agency where her stepfather is a client, things begin to spiral. The supporting cast
includes Luke Wilson, Jeff Goldblum and Carrie Anne Moss.
Prior to “Mini’s First Time”, Reed starred in Sony’s “Lords of Dogtown” opposite
Emile Hirsch and Heath Ledger. The film follows the surf and skate trends in Venice,
California in the early 1970s. The film also paired Reed again with her “Thirteen” director
Catherine Hardwick.
Reed currently resides in Los Angeles where she enjoys writing and horseback riding.
###

TOM BOWER
Biography

Tom is best known to audiences as “Marvin the Janitor” in “Die Hard II”; the
“Drunken Pilot” in “Clear and Present Danger”; as the FBI Agent who came to Ashley
Judd’s aid in “High Crimes”; and as “Cecil Skells” in “True Believer” and Richard Nixon’s
father in Oliver Stone’s “Nixon” . For the nostalgia buffs, Tom played Mary Ellen’s
husband, Dr. Curtis Willard, in “The Waltons”; however, he has ventured into new genres
namely the cult horror hit “The Hills Have Eyes” playing the gas station attendant (now on
DVD), a recurring character as the owner of Joe’s Bar, playing Joe in the popular si-fi series
“Battlestar Galactica.

Other Recent Pictures Featuring Tom Bower:
Appaloosa, staring and directed by Ed Harris with Viggo Mortensen, Jeremy
Irons and Rene Zelwiger; Gospel Hill, directed by Giancarlo Esposito with Samuel L.
Jackson, Danny Glover, Angela Bassett and Julia Stiles; Sessions, directed by Haim
Bouzaglo, with Steven Bauer and Bar Refa'eli; For Sale by Owner, directed by Bob Wilson,
for Robert Duvall’s Butcher’s Run; Familiar Strangers, directed by Zachery Adler (Cavalier
Productions); Feel, directed by Matt Mahurin, (Feel The Film LLC).
Other motion pictures include: Thr3e, directed by Robby Henson (Fox); The
Pain Within, directed by Rawn Hutchinson; Valley of the Heart’s Delight directed by Tim
Boxell; The Hills Have Eyes (Fox Searchlight), directed by Alexander Aja; North Country
(Warner Bros.) directed by Nikki Caro, Brothers of the Head (Thin Man Productions),
directed by Lou Pepe, Keith Fulton; Flannel Pajamas (Gigantic Pictures), directed by Jeff
Lipsky; The Moguls (The Moguls Limited/Surenough Productions), directed by Michael
Traeger; Human Error (New Deal Pictures), directed by Robert M. Young and produced by
Tom Bower; Tulce Luper Suitcase, directed by Peter Greenaway; The Laramie Project,
(HBO/Good Machine), directed by Moises Kaufman; The Badge, with Billy Bob Thornton
(Lions Gate), directed by Robby Henson; High Crimes (20th Century Fox), starring Ashley
Judd and Morgan Freeman and directed by Carl Franklin; Hearts in Atlantis (Castle Rock),
starring Anthony Hopkins, Hope Davis and David Morse and directed by Scott Hicks; Bill’s
Gun Shop, starring John Ashton, directed by Dean Hyers and produced by Tom Bower;
Pollock (Sony Classics), starring and directed by Ed Harris; Million Dollar Hotel, starring
Mel Gibson, directed by Wim Wenders; A Slipping-Down Life (DVC Productions, Tony
Kalem, Director); Shadrach (Nu Image, Susanna Styron, Director) which premiered and
opened 1998 The Los Angeles Independent Film Festival; The Negotiator (New Regency, F.
Gary Grey, Director); Poodle Springs (Mirage, Citadel, Bob Rafelson, Director); The
Buffalo Soldiers (Citadel, Charles Haid, Director); The Postman (Warner Bros., Kevin
Costner, Director); Nixon (Disney, Oliver Stone, Director); Georgia (Mirimax, Ulu
Grosbard, Director); White Man's Burden (Rysher Entertainment, Desmond Nakano,
Director); Clear and Present Danger (Paramount, Philip Noyce, Director); Die Hard II
(20th Century Fox, Renny Harlin, Director); Far From Home the Adventures of Yellowdog
(20th Century Fox, Philip Borsos, Director); River's Edge (Island, Tim Hunter, Director);
Wildrose (Troma, John Hanson, Director); The Ballad of Gregorio Cortez (Embassy,
Robert M. Young, Director); Shadows (John Cassavettes, Director) and others.
Tom has also appeared on numerous television programs and MOW's,
including, NCIS, The Guardian, The Practice, Law & Order, West Wing, The Beast, The XFiles, Roswell, NYPD Blue, The Pennsylvania Miners’ Story (ABC MOW); Monday After
the Miracle (MOW, CBS, Dan Petrie, Sr., Director), Riders of the Purple Sage for TNT;
Attica Against the Wall for HBO; and, Arliss for HBO.
Also, a veteran of the stage. Tom has appeared in more than 80 theatrical
productions across the United States, including a recent production of Harold Pinter’s “No
Man’s Land” and “The Caretaker”, for which the production received the “Best Revival” and
“Best Ensemble” award from LAWEEKLY.

He is one of the founding members and is on the Board of Directors of The
Loretta Theatre which includes, Holly Hunter, Ed Harris, Amy Madigan and Pulitzer prize
winning play write, Beth Henley. Tom is also a lifetime member of The Actors’ Studio.
In 1981, Tom was invited by Robert Redford to be a resource actor at the
Sundance Institute for film and television. He has remained active in the Institute since that
time, and has served as a member of the Nominating Committee. He has also served on the
National Board of Directors of Screen Actors’ Guild; was the architect of Global Rule One
and created the SAGIndie Outreach Program.
Tom serves on the various committees at The Screen Actors' Guild and is a
Co-Chair of the Rule One Committee and Chair of the Indie Outreach Program at Screen
Actors Guild. Tom was also on the Advisory Board of the Minnesota Film Board and Chief
Creative Officer for New Deal Pictures in Denver, Colorado.

Angus Sutherland
Biography

The most recent entry into the business from this famously successful acting
family, Angus Sutherland appears in his debut feature role of Walker in Zackary Adler’s
funny and touching indie family film, “Familiar Strangers”.
Following an appearance playing the young Nathan Templeton on televisions “Cammander
and Chief”, and his debut in “Familiar Strangers”, Angus is seen in the update of the classic
“The Lost Boys” entitled “Lost Boys, The Tribe”.

The Production

Some History
This film was brought to Cavalier Films through two separate routes, each arriving on the
desk of a different principal, by a group of producers (Bruce Heller, Tim Estep, Scott
LeGrand) working to bring the film to life. After reading the script, Marc Lieberman (one
Principal of Cavalier Films) called Barry Sisson (the other) and opened the conversation with
the words, “I’ve found our first project.”
When asked the name, at that time Dysconnected, Barry recognized the name, found his copy
in the “to read” pile and dug in. With a tear in the eye after the first read, a decision was
made to move forward.
Interestingly, Bruce Heller (in California) had sent the script to Marc (in NY). Tim Estep
(also in California) had sent it to Barry (in Virginia), neither knowing of the action of the
other. Such a coincidence was one check in the box towards production as one should never
ignore providence . . .

About Cavalier
Cavalier Films is a unique production company that works with a film fund made up of
everyday film lovers who want to support and participate in the creation of independent film.
From the selection of projects through all stages of development and production, our partners
contribute meaningfully to our films.
Investment in independent film is not for everyone. Recognizing that the
dual attributes of potential partners were a passionate love for independent
film combined with the financial ability to engage in a comparatively risky
investment, Cavalier created its road show and took it to locations where
they knew people who met at least one of these criteria would congregate theatres that showed independent spirited films. The principals in Cavalier
spent a year and a half sharing their vision, assembling an active and excited
group of fellow investors through entertaining and informative presentations
mostly held or emanating from these theatre based communities.
Familiar Strangers is the first feature to be produced under the Cavalier Films banner. One
of many advantages to participation in the fund for partners is the exposure to a slate of films.

Contact: Cavalier Films, Barry Sisson barry@cavalierfilms.com 703-629-9294
Marc Lieberman marc@cavalierfilms.com 323-806-9595

Location of Production
In support of our dual missions, the creation of quality meaningful feature films worthy of
theatrical release and the provision of the unique opportunity of meaningful involvement to
our fund partners, Cavalier bases its productions in the State of Virginia where most of its
partners are located.
As Familiar Strangers tells the story of a heartland family working their way through their
ever changing relationships, this story was well suited to be shot outside of the all too
common NY or LA environs. Because of this, the rural town of Staunton Virginia, situated
in a valley surrounded by the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains, was chosen to set this
universally identifiable story.

Introducing Georgia Mae Lively
Georgia Mae found her way to the role of Maddy, our precocious 10 year old, by responding
to an open casting call, then outshining the other two hundred plus applicants.
This process was conducted under the supervision of one of our active partners, Diane
Naughton. Two open calls were held, committing all attendees to video record (lines were
read), one in Northern Virginia and one in more central to the State.
Through review of the video record, the list was narrowed down to a manageable group (of
ten) who met with and read lines for Director Zackary Adler.
Zack left his meeting with Georgia Mae with his decision made. His comment? This girl
could direct the film . . .”
This is Georgia Mae’s first “real” film role following experience in a theatre program at
George Mason University. She often states that she relates to the adults around her more
naturally than with kids, easy to believe from our experience on set with this young lady who
is mature beyond her years. One constant with audiences is that they all seem to rave about
the presence of Georgia Mae.

Contact: Cavalier Films, Barry Sisson barry@cavalierfilms.com 703-629-9294
Marc Lieberman marc@cavalierfilmsfilms.com 323-806-9595

The Worthington Family (Frank
Bower, Shawn Hatosy & DJ
Qualls) plot Donkeyball Strategy

Dottie Worthington and Her Boys
(Shawn Hatosy, Ann Dowd,
DJ Qualls)

The Worthington Family
(Cameron Richardson,
Georgia Mae Lively, DJ
Qualls, Ann Dowd, Tom
Bower, Shawn Hatosy, and
Nikki Reed
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